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A TIGER
(Reissued from Flag Order 872, 12 June 1968)

A TIGER is a pretended staff member who has been repeatedly associated with 
goofed departm ents, sections, projects, operations and inspections and one who 
actually has caused such to  occur. He is a person who is a continual out-ethics person. 
He has failed to  get ethics in on himself and he is in a group o f people, as a TIGER 
would be, DANGEROUS.

So this label is now brought officially into being. It can be assigned only by 
COMM EV and serves to warn Executives to keep such a person off Exec posts.

Persons on the TIGER LIST may not go on missions or hold major Exec posts.
The label will be lifted by the HCO Exec Sec when such a person has contributed 

well and consistently.

It has been found by correlating lists of people in goofed projects that a continual 
recurrence of several names occurs.

So this way we have these people labelled and we will have the trouble sources 
isolated.
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SEA ORGANIZATION 

ETHICS POWER

Only a Sea Org member, contracted, experienced and specifically assigned to  a 
Mission or Project, has Sea Org Ethics Power in the field. This Power cannot be 
delegated to  anyone else.

Org Ethics are administered with penalties and rewards per policy.
Sea Org Ethics are administered per Flag Order within the Sea Org.
In tru th , any Exec Council which is enforcing Ethics penalties w ithout applying 

Ethics rewards is liable to a charge of wilful misapplication.
Wilful misapplication (Ethics or Tech) is a High Crime.

W/O Nate Jessup
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